
Editing Wikipedia for medical school credit – results from 
four cycles of an elective for fourth-year students 

Abstract 
Problem 
• At the end of 2013, Wikipedia’s medical content was made up of 

more than 155,000 articles across more than 255 languages, and 
supported by more than 950,000 references1.  

• At least 94% of medical students use Wikipedia as an 
information source2, yet we do not train them to use this 
popular resource critically or contribute to its overall value3. 

• We feel that this is a lost opportunity for our learners and 
Wikipedia’s global audience4. 

 
Approach 
• Beginning in Fall 2013, we offered a month-long immersion 

elective rotation for fourth-year medical students to receive 
academic credit for editing Wikipedia5.  

• Faculty and medical librarians joined existing partnerships to 
design, deliver and evaluate the course.  

• We sought to answer three key questions: 1) the impact of the 
student edits on Wikipedia’s content, 2) the impact of the course 
on student participants, and 3) the number of readers of the 
articles edited by our students.  

 
Lessons Learned 
• Our first 43 students: 

• contributed 493,994 bytes of content (average of 
11,488/student) 

• made 1,528 edits (average 36/student) 
• added a net 274 references 

• The change in number of references cited ranged from 
subtracting 64 to adding 66 references (average of +7 
references/student).  

• From the start of the project until the publication of a review at 
three years, none of the contributions of the first 28 students 
had been reversed or vandalized. 

• Highlights of student feedback include:  
• all subjectively felt they improved their selected articles 
• all enjoyed the opportunity to “give back specifically” to 

Wikipedia  
• nearly all broadened their sense of the scope of physician 

responsibilities in our socially networked information era 
• During only the months that students were actively editing, 

Wikipedia traffic statistics indicate the 43 articles were 
collectively viewed 1,116,065 times.  

• Subsequent to students’ efforts, these 43 articles have been 
viewed over 22 million times.   

 
Significance 
• These results confirm the viability and large social impact of 

medical students receiving academic credit for contributing to 
Wikipedia and other open-access repositories of medical 
knowledge6.  

• We encourage other health professional schools to replicate and 
improve on our initiative. 
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”Contributing to the digital 
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“I feel good 
giving back to 

Wikipedia” 
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Label Top priority High priority Mid priority Low priority 

Criteria 

Subject is 
extremely 
important, even 
crucial, to 
medicine.  Strong 
interest from non-
professionals 
around the world.  
Usually a large 
subject with many 
associated sub-
articles.  Less than 
1% of medicine-
related articles 
achieve this rating. 

Subject is clearly 
notable.  Subject is 
interesting to, or 
directly affects, many 
average readers.  
This category 
includes the most 
common diseases 
and treatments as 
well as major areas 
of specialization.  
Fewer than 10% of 
medicine-related 
articles achieve this 
rating. 

Normal priority for 
article improvement.  A 
good article would be 
interesting or useful to 
many readers.  Subject 
is notable within its 
particular specialty.  
This category includes 
most medical 
conditions, tests, 
approved drugs, 
medical subspecialties, 
well-known anatomy, 
and common signs and 
symptoms. 

Article may only be included to cover 
a specific part of a more important 
article, or may be only loosely 
connected to medicine.  Subject may 
be specific to one country or part of 
one country, such as licensing 
requirements or organizations.  This 
category includes most of the 
following: very rare diseases, lesser-
known medical signs, equipment, 
hospitals, individuals, historical 
information, publications, laws, 
investigational drugs, detailed 
genetic and physiological 
information, and obscure anatomical 
features. 

Examples Tuberculosis or 
Cancer 

Coeliac disease or 
Mastectomy 

Cholangiocarcinoma or 
Cramp Leopard syndrome or Flynn effect 

Provide access to 
Wikipedia in developing 

countries free of data 
access charges 

Partner with faculty 
to provide resources 

for helping and 
tracking students 

“It’s challenging 
to edit live 

instead of in my 
sandbox.” 

“It’s hard to 
delete other 

people’s work.” 

“I wrote for a 
lay audience.” 

309 million people in 
52 countries across 

68 operators can 
now access 

Wikipedia for free. 

Medical Wikipedia 
mobile app with 

versions in 10 
languages 

UCSF School of Pharmacy 
now also improving 

medicines related pages 
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